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Pain or Productivity?

La douleur ou la productivity

As the private sector has discovered, cutting costs can
be counterproductive if employee needs are neglected

etre nuisibles si I'on oublie les besoins des survivants

by Kenneth Clements

par Kenneth Clements

T

L

he creativity being applied to early
retirement and benefits programs is
proof that the innovative spirit is at full
throttle within our institutions (see Lessons
from the Private Sector, page 10). That which
doesn't kill our universities and colleges
appears to be making them stronger.
While many business officers encourage
the adoption of management models that
were born in the private sector, they are also
aware of the potential downside. When it
comes to staff reductions or rationalization
programs, the trade-off can be reduced
morale and productivity.
Business provides many scary lessons in
this area. In our computer-altered workforce, one person doing the job of two or
three has become the norm. So has burn-out,
dissension and general unhappiness.
Reengineering and other programs may
siphon a lot of fat out of systems but they
can also cut right into the bone.
So what can universities and colleges do?
We could start by making our people a priority. Like the story of the shoemaker's son,
our institutions are not renowned for looking after their own. Training is often mistakenly labelled a perk. In the information age,
when you can fall behind with the blink of
an eye, keeping a workforce informed, able
and motivated can hardly be considered a
perk. It's a vested interest.
Investments in people pay dividends. Our
institutions, so dedicated to the cause of education, knowledge and productivity, need to
take a hard look at their internal attitudes
towards staff learning. Organizations like
CAUBO and the Centre for Higher
Education Research and Development
(CHERD) are dedicated to meeting the professional development needs of university
and college administrators. The annual
CAUBO conference coming up this June in
Whistler, for example, offers a great learning
and networking opportunity (see Get Ready
for a Peak Experience, page 18). Given the
blinding changes caused by technology and
funding cutbacks, institutions that don't
maintain a healthy workforce are being fatalistic. Cutting to the bone never works, UIM
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Comme I'a appris le secteur prive, les coupures peuvent

es programmes de retraite anticipee et
d'avantages sociaux demontrent la creativite dont nos etablissements peuvent faire
preuve (voir Lessons from the Private
Sector, en p. 10). Et montrent encore une
fois que les survivants en ressortent toujours plus forts.
Bien que de nombreux cadres universitaires preconisent l'adoption de modeles
de gestion du secteur prive, ils sont aussi
douloureusement conscients de leurs mauvais cotes. Les reductions de personnel et
les rationalisations, par exemple, entrainent souvent une baisse du morale et de la
productivite.
Le milieu des affaires est truffe de
penibles lecons a cet egard. A l'heure de l'informatisation galopante, une personne fait
bien souvent le travail de trois. Peut-on s'etonner de la prevalence du surmenage, de la
dissension et du mecontement generalise?
La reingenerie et autres processus du genre
coupent sans doute dans le gras mais le danger, c'est d'atteindre l'os.
Que peuvent faire les universites et les
colleges? Nous pouvons commencer en
faisant de nos gens notre priorite. Nos etablissements n'ont pas tres bonne reputation a
cet egard. La formation y est souvent considered comme une recompense. De nos jours,
ou un moment d'inattention suffit pour que
l'on devienne perime, la formation n'est pas
une recompense: c'est une necessite.
II nous faut evaluer nos attitudes vis-a-vis
de la formation a la lumiere de l'importance
que nous accordons a Peducation et aux
connaissances. Des organismes comme
l'ACPAU et le Centre for Higher Education
Research and Development (CHERD)
cherchent a repondre aux besoins de formation des administrateurs d'universites et de
colleges. Bel exemple: le congres annuel de
l'ACPAU a Whistler en juin (voir Get
Ready for a Peak Experience en p. 18). Etant
donne les soubresauts provoques par la
technologie et les coupures budgetaires a
nos etablissements, ne pas s'occuper de sa
main-d'oeuvre, c'est un peu comme se tirer
dans le pied. II peut etre bon de couper dans
le gras mais, jamais d'atteindre l'os. UIM
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A Good Sign
A new sign system improves safety and saves
U of O some $75,000 a year

T

he University of Ottawa wanted to enhance its image,
improve client service and reduce costs when it undertook a major overhaul of its signage and pathfinding systems three years ago. The program was part of a five-year
plan to upgrade lighting, signage and landscaping at the
campus in a coordinated, coherent way.
According to Jean-Louis Braun, U of O's director of
physical resource services, the results far surpassed expectations. "Deans have approached this office with proposals to
contribute funds from their own budgets in order to begin
sign refurbishment on their buildings as soon as possible."
The university had to deal with some special problems
when it undertook the program. It is an urban campus
criss-crossed by major city streets, which heightens orientation difficulties for first-time visitors. As a bilingual institution, all signs must be in English and French, which can
create visual clutter if not well conceived.
In addition, Ottawa had several concerns common to
other universities: a need to increase the sense of personal safety, particularly for women (who comprise 60 per
cent of students); to improve accessibility for disabled
students, staff and visitors; and to ensure compliance
with health and safety regulations, especially in the science buildings.
The investment in improved signage has been repaid on
all these fronts, according to Braun. "MacKenzie, Krusberg
Design Associates of Ottawa came up with a number of
clever, inexpensive ideas like peel-and-stick signs for exterior modules which are easy to replace when damaged.
They also developed a computerized approach to internal
signage so individual building administrators can produce
new signs quickly and cheaply."
Previously, all signs for offices and labs were made by an
outside contractor, a process which took three weeks at a
time. Braun estimates that the new system saves the university $75,000 annually in replacement costs.
Another design innovation was a pictorial legend for
handling hazardous materials — now standard in all campus labs — which keeps words to a minimum, thus reducing confusion in emergency situations.
Exterior signage is now designed so that each pathfinding sign is identical to and visible from the preceding one.
This means that people don't look lost, especially at night,
which increases their sense of self-assurance and reduces
their vulnerability.
For anyone contemplating an overhaul of their existing
campus signage system, Braun stresses the importance of a
long-term master plan, using the services of professional
designers. "If you try to do it in-house, you end up with a
piecemeal approach," he warns, UIM
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Confronting the High Cost
of Computer Theft
Computer theft costs the University of Waterloo
at least $100,000 a year, according to figures
released hy a university security officer

D

et. Sgt. Brian Bradley made the comments following
the trial of a former student who pleaded guilty to
stealing five computers, worth about $5,000, from a university building in December, 1994. The man received a 90-day
jail sentence. During the trial, an assistant crown attorney
told the provincial court that the University of Waterloo
has had problems restricting access to rooms which contain
computers because students use them 24 hours a day.
The university is considering various solutions to the
problem, including alarms and push button code locks,
Bradley said in a recent interview. "All kinds of things are
in the works. It makes no sense to have round-the-clock
access to equipment that's not there (because of theft).
We're taking every measure we can think of to heighten
security without limiting access."
The university, like any organization that houses expensive, high-tech equipment, is bound to be a target, he
added. "We're not an island unto ourselves. We have the
same problem as others in the community." UIM

Now Hear This...
A hearing-impaired student at Memorial University in Saint
John's has dropped a history course after her professor
refused to use a device designed to help her hear lectures.
Nancy Parsons, a third year English and history major,
wears a phonic ear FM system to amplify the sound of her
professors' voices in class. The instructor speaks into a
microphone, which is attached to his or her lapel; the mike
amplifies the sound of the instructor's voice and transmits it
to a receiver attached to Ms. Parsons's hearing aid.
Prior to the start of each new course, Ms. Parsons
informs the professor of her hearing loss and explains how
the system works. She says that she never encountered a
problem until last September when her history instructor
declined to wear the device.
"At first, she said she was concerned that I'd have difficulty keeping up with films and videos in class. Later I was
told that the teacher, who is a Hindu, couldn't wear the
mike because it interfered with the balance of her inner and
outer souls."
Ms. Parsons discussed the matter with Memorial's dean
of arts before deciding to drop the course. However, she
says she's not prepared to let the matter end there. "I'm proceeding with my complaint and if the university doesn't
reach a reasonable resolution, I plan to take it to a human
rights tribunal." UIM
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What do our 65 years
in service businesses
have to do with your campus?

It's no secret that Marriott has a proven name in lodging and food services.
And now we bring the benefits of both Marriott janitorial and food services
to colleges and universities across the country:
Employee relations knoiv-how
Our unparalleled record for excellent employee relations
and extensive training and motivation prepare our people
to create superior customer satisfaction in both janitorial
and food services.

Time^proven, automated systems
We have developed our Enhance System, a computerized
janitorial planning and management system that ensures
smooth daily operations and that actually gives our clients
more control over their campus janitorial services.

Exclusive university brands:
Pl&P'Hiit.* and Tittthhrttdm „
Whether it's Pizza Hut or Tim Hortons, our clients' food
service operations can benefit from exclusive industry
agreements that bring these customer-pleasing brands to
campus.

Customer-driven approach
We ask for feedback systematically constantly seeking and
implementing better ways to please our customers.
Call us today. And see how 65 years of experience can pay
off for your school.

1\> Harriott
Your partner for janitorial and food services
1-905/632-8592
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On the Leading Edge

T

imely and accessible information is
just a keystroke away. That's the
promise of a new computer financial
software system being introduced in
stages across the campus of Acadia
University in Wolfville, Nova Scotia.
Acadia was selected from among
340 North American institutions as the
test site for the Colleague Financial
System - a program developed by
Datatel, a Fairfax, VA. - based company that provides advanced information
processing solutions and services to
institutions of higher education.
The system allows departments to
input requisitions electronically, generate financial statements, and conduct a
wide range of financial inquiries. The
character-based format is currently
being introduced to selected sites on
campus. By April, 1997, a version using
Windows will be in place across the
entire campus.
"I hope that by the end of the process
people will say we have a top-notch
financial system and that we're able to
get the timely information we need,"

says Gary Draper, Acadia's associate
comptroller and director of budgets.
Draper says the new system will substantially decrease the volume of paper
produced and that eventually, documents, such as inter-departmental transfers and travel claims, will go on-line.
Karen Wilder, Acadia's manager of
information systems, has led the
technical team in installing the
Colleague program. She says that in

its role as a test site, Acadia has been
able to influence the way that Datatel
builds the software.
"To be chosen to test client/server
software is an indicator that we are at
the leading edge of technology,"
Wilder says. "It also means that following successful completion of the
testing, we should be able to provide
more easily accessible information to
the departmental desktops." UIM

Software Alert

Where There's Smoke...

C

U

anada will be facing a shortage of as many as 20,000
software workers by 1999, according to a national
study conducted by the Software Human Resources
Council. The Council forecasts that software employment will almost double from 174,000 jobs in 1994 to
325,000 jobs in 1999. Thirty-seven per cent of software
service companies and 50 per cent of software product
companies were unable to fill a total of 7,000 jobs in 1994,
the study said.
It warned that if the trend continues, "the unfilled
vacancies will increasingly mean lost opportunities for
wealth creation, companies may fail to grow (and) others
may relocate to countries with larger labour pools."
Council member Paul Swinwood said that demand is
currently outstripping the ability of Canadian schools to
produce skilled workers. He said the council is working
on training projects for "mature" computer workers
(those trained in the early 1980s and before) and for students who want to enter the field. Internet training has
been found suitable for independent consultants who lose
pay if they take courses during working hours, UIM
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niversity of Guelph researchers have developed an
inexpensive sensor that determines the freshness of the
oil that restaurants use to fry foods. At present, say
researchers, restaurants determine the expiry time for
cooking oil by observing colour, odour, excessive foaming
and smoking. Some replace their oil after six or eight days
but others, "never discard oil and regularly top up old oil
with new." Degraded oil represents a health risk; getting rid
of it too soon is uneconomical. Pass the french fries!
Correction

The December, 1995, issue of University Manager magazine contained a feature entitled "Searching for the Best
Formula," which incorrectly stated the number of fulltime equivalent students at York University. The correct
figure is 33,284.
Mark Your Calendar

CAUBO's 1996 Conference, Whistler, B. C. June 23 to
25,1996. For more information, phone (604) 822-2455,
e-mail CAUBO@Finance.ubc.ca. See page 18 for a
story on the big event that business officers can't
afford to miss.
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BENEFITS

LESSONS

from the

Private Sector
More and more, universities are turning to the
business world for creative approaches to early
retirement and benefits programs

By Tom Kelly

U

niversities in the Atlantic
provinces have slashed the
administration costs of their
benefits plans for faculty and staff. In
Ontario, the University of Waterloo
trimmed its payroll through an earlyretirement plan that was taken up by as
many as 45 per cent of eligible faculty.
Across the land universities and
colleges are introducing innovative
early retirement and benefits programs as a positive way to address
drastic funding cuts. Though new to
higher-education, similar packages
have existed within the private sector
for some time.
EARLY RETIREMENTS

The need to reduce payroll costs is not
the only reason why universities
are encouraging early retirements,
although it is "the most crucial problem" for the few Quebec universities
that are making offers, says Raymond
io
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Gaudet, a consultant with Sobeco
Ernst & Young in Montreal. Cost is also
seen as the main motivator by William
Morneau, president of Morneau
Coopers & Lybrand, a national benefits
consulting firm, but he adds that clearing the way for "new blood" among
staff is another priority. Toronto-based
consultant, Patrick Flanagan of Eckler
Partners, agrees: "Every university I'm
aware of is concerned about the aging of
faculty and the need for renewal."
Whatever the motive, the packages
have much in common. "Most universities have defined-benefit pension
plans with a penalty for early retirement, so the natural first step is to
remove that penalty," says Flanagan.
That means the employee retiring
early receives the same pension as he
or she would have at normal retirement age. "In addition, some universities offer lump-sum cash payments or
continuation of pay for some period."

The University of Waterloo is
offering both a full pension and a cash
payment, plus a bridge benefit
payable until the retiree is eligible for
the Canada Pension Plan and dental
coverage to age 65. It also provides the
normal post-retirement benefits of
extended health and life insurance.
At the University of Alberta, "we
have just finished a faculty renewal
program," says Margot McCune of
the Human Resource Group. "The
motive was not to reduce costs but to
make room for younger faculty."
Pensions are legislated and many
faculty would have been eligible for
retirement at 55 without any additional offer. But since faculty members
"love their work and don't want to
quit," McCune says, an extra inducement was added in the form of bridge
benefits and extended health and dental benefits. Even so, only 20 per cent
of eligible faculty took the offer.
March
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DEFINED-BENEFIT,
DEFINED-CONTRIBUTION

A radical shift likely to occur in the
future is for universities to convert
from the defined-benefit type of plan
most common at present — in which
the employer guarantees the amount
paid to retiree's — to the definedcontribution type in which employer
and employee make contributions
and the employee makes the investment decisions. Defined contribution
plans provide better risk management
since, under the defined-benefit plan,
the employer is liable for the guaranteed pay-out even if the investment of
the pension money failed.
Unreduced pensions for early retirement can be funded out of the surplus
of a financially-sound, defined-benefit
plan, says Flanagan, but if there is a limited surplus, the university must find
money outside the plan, usually for
cash payments. Cash payments are also
March
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usually made in defined-contribution
plans because of tax constraints.
"If you give an employee a choice
between a lump-sum of one year's payment or an increase in a lifetime pension
of the same value, nine out of ten will
take the lump sum because it has the
appearance of being more valuable,"
Flanagan says. However, he warns that
Revenue Canada is phasing out the ability to roll a lump sum into an RRSP.
There is a growing interest among
universities in defined-contribution
plans, says James Thompson, director
of marketing for the Retirement
Counsel of Canada, since there are
"many good reasons in terms of risk
management and cost containment."
One university seeking to alleviate
employee risk is Brock, whose pension
plan is a hybrid. A defined-benefit portion pays a guaranteed minimum if the
revenue from an employee's definedcontribution savings is inadequate.

Because of the risk assumed by the
employee, Thompson adds that, "it is
prudent to complement the switch to
defined contribution with some type
of retirement-planning or financialmanagement program."
VARIETY OF INDUCEMENTS

Retirement planning is easily the most
effective way for a university to
encourage early retirements, says
Thompson. It helped to make a success of the program at Waterloo,
where the monetary inducement was
less generous than other universities,
says Waterloo's Assistant Director of
Human Resources, David Dietrich.
Other inducements being offered at
institutions include:
• Reduced workloads
Several universities allow people to
reduce their hours by up to one half
for two or three years on full salary,
after which they retire on an unreUNIVERSITY

MANAGER
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L E S S O N S from the Private Sector

duced pension, says
Raymond
Gaudet. At Waterloo, a faculty member's hours can be cut in half but at a
reduced salary, and the pension is calculated to compensate for the reduced
average earnings, subject to Revenue
Canada rules.
•Research
At Waterloo, professors can continue
to conduct research through adjunct
non-salary appointments and can
maintain some relationships with
graduate students. They may also
continue to use campus facilities, such
as offices, libraries and gymnasiums.
• Health benefits
Like every other employer, universities are seeking ways to contain the
escalating costs of health benefits. "We
did a survey of our clients and found
that most already had measures such
as co-insurance, deductibles on annual
amounts paid out on health and dental
benefits, and dental-fee caps," says
Morneau.
In contrast, the University of
Alberta, where the provincial government rolled back salaries by five
per cent, has adopted a cautious
approach since co-pays and cost
sharing would be considered "invasive," says McCune. But changes to
the formulary (i.e., the list of drugs to
be covered) and payment for only
generic drugs are being considered.
The university is also collecting the
information needed for positive
enrollment, in which the university
requires a pay-direct card and every
eligible person, including dependents, is listed to ensure that claims
are paid out only for eligible people.
Recent innovations include:
•Managed-care drug formularies
The employer decides which drugs or
treatments to pay for based on costs
and effectiveness. "Only some of the
universities we deal with have implemented managed-care drug formularies
but we believe that most of them are
likely to consider it," Morneau says.
• Pay-direct cards
The employee is issued an ID card and
the pharmacist is paid directly by the
insurance company. "Most of the
clients we work with in this sector are
1 2
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''Only some of the
universities we deal
with have implemented
managed-care drug
formularies but we
believe that most of
them are likely
to consider it"
currently using pay-direct drug
cards," Morneau says.
•Payment of only the ingredient
cost of prescriptions
The employee pays the dispensing fee.
•Payment for only one dental
check-up per year
Procedure codes that stipulate that the
plan will pay, say, 80 per cent of the
cost for the first occurrence of a treatment and only 50 per cent of second
and subsequent occurrences.
• Mail-order pharmacies
The employer requires employees to
buy at least some of their drugs from
low-cost mail-order pharmacies. "We
have not yet seen significant success in
this sector in terms of how many
claims have gone through mail order,"
Morneau says.
• Preferred-provider networks (PPNs)
The employer negotiates a low dispensing fee with a group of pharmacies. The effectiveness is questionable
according to more than one of the
people interviewed for this article.
ATLANTIC UNIVERSITIES

Cuts in health-benefits costs by
Atlantic universities have been achieved
not so much by adjustments to benefits
themselves as by economies of scale.
Ronald MacDonald, C E O of
Interuniversity Services Inc. in
Halifax, initially worked with five
institutions and with Morneau to
negotiate the consolidation of the
plans for life, accidental death and dismemberment, long-term disability,

and extended health and dental. Bids
were requested from 27 carriers, and
three were selected: Maritime Life for
life insurance, Citadel General for
AD&D, and Blue Cross.
Since the consolidated plans were
implemented in October, 1992, a further 11 universities have joined. None
were required to change their carriers
or consultants, if they were not previously using the three companies and
Morneau.
The result has been an annual saving of administration charges totalling
$2.6 million.
Creative cost cutting does not have
to mean a deterioration of service.
Some of the Atlantic universities even
found money to improve benefits.
Those universities where early-retirement plans have brought results maintain the same standard of teaching
with faculty who, being younger, are
also less expensive.
BOX RETIREMENT PLANNING

If you want to encourage people —
whether faculty or non-academic staff
— to retire early, you must have a program of education and assistance to
help them make the decision, says
James Thompson, whose organizations works with Ryerson Polytechnic
and Brock Universities.
Many people doubt that they can
afford to retire until their overall
income from all sources — pension,
CPP, OAS, savings — is analyzed.
"We've worked with universities and
civil servants in other organizations
who aren't highly compensated and
we're finding that people in their mid50s or even younger can afford early
retirement," Thompson says. "In the
Ontario Public Service, with a full
range from executives to clerical staff,
we calculate that 70 per cent can afford
early retirement."
Lifestyle planning is also important
to help people see that life after retirement can be fulfilling. At Waterloo,
says David Dietrich, a voluntary earlyretirement program was well received,
partly because people had prepared
themselves for it, and partly because of
counselling and assistance programs.
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Information sessions for all employees
were well attended, and individual figures were calculated to show each person how he or she would be affected
financially. As a result, 340 people took
advantage of the offer, including 140
faculty members.
Ten years ago, York University pioneered a permanent retirement-planning service, which is believed to be the
only one of its kind in the Canadian
higher-education community. The centre educates people on the financial,
legal, health, lifestyle and elder-care
aspects of retirement, says coordinator
Karen Gray, and provides individual
counselling and referrals to financial
experts and social workers. It is independent of the university's administration and not tied to any early-retirement plans, and Gray says it works
well because it is objective. Far from
fearing empty days during retirement,
Gray says the faculty who use the centre look forward to the opportunity of
continuing their research or writing.
REDUCING SICK LEAVE AND
DISABILITY COSTS

At Memorial University, George
Hickman has used an attendance management system for a little over two
years to reduce sick leave and disability for non-academic staff. Vital to the
success of this plan was early communication with staff, through discussions with groups of about 60 people,
and a non-threatening approach. An

BENEFITS

TRENDS IN CANADA AND
THE UNITED STATES

"In the Ontario Public
Service, with a full
range from executives
to clerical staff,
we calculate that
70 per cent can afford
early retirement"
attendance manager, known as a leave
management officer, was appointed.
That person monitors people's time
off and, after a set number of days,
discusses an absence with the employee's supervisor.
"The key was to involve supervisors throughout the campus rather
than having just human resources as
the 'bad boys'," says Hickman.
Supervisors meet with employees to
discuss their absences and encourage
them to remain at work. The university helps to alleviate work-related conditions through rehabilitation services,
modifications to a workstation or a
change of job. Discipline is applied to
those who do not cooperate but generally, says Hickman, the results have
been positive. "Last year we saved
$260,000 over the previous year in sick
leave alone," he says.

In August, 1995, Towers Perrin completed a survey commissioned by
McGill University to study the retirement and early-retirement programs
for faculty in Canadian and American
"ivy league" universities. Of the
respondents, 32 had formal retirement-inducement programs.
Highlights of the findings reveal the
following trends:
• Retirement inducement programs are
nearly all voluntary;
•88 per cent of programs offer an
allowance for early retirement, and
13 of these provide enhancements
such as unreduced pensions and
bridging benefits for early retirees;
•69 per cent offer a lump-sum cash
payment;
•All but two of the 32 universities
continue benefits after early retirement; the most prevalent are group
dental, health and life insurance;
•More than 80 per cent offer alternatives to early retirement, the most
common being a reduced work
week, sabbaticals and contractual
employment;
•31 per cent offer severance packages
selectively, such as on seniority, to
prevent a "brain drain." UIM
Tom Kelly provides editorial, writing and
market communications services, and is
the managing editor of Group Healthcare
Management in Toronto.
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It's August 31. Mount Saint Vincent
University has just hired 13 new professors for its expanded education faculty,
the result of Nova Scotia's first major
effort in university program rationalization. The province has yet to approve an
increase in operating funds, so there is
technically no money to pay the extra

salaries. There has been no word on capital grants for renovations, so the additional classrooms and offices aren't
ready. Meanwhile, administrators and
deans are trying to make a deal with the
six other universities in Halifax, with a
report due to the minister of education
in October. Students arrive in five days.

Nova Scotia's

ROI I FR C O A S T F R

T

his may seem like a far-fetched
case study. But after enduring
that very scenario last fall, Nova
Scotia administrators are keenly aware
of how much time, emotion and energy it takes to change a university system, amidst often unpredictable conditions. Lois Dyer Mann, Mount St.
Vincent's (MSV) vice-president of
administration, can laugh about it, now
that the program is up and running.
But in reality she and her colleagues
spent many frustrating months trying
to prepare for the changes, held up by
negotiations on labour, financial and
other rationalization issues. Says academic vice president Sheila Brown, "It's
sort of a miracle that we were were able
to get it done."
With 13 universities and less than a
million people to support them, university rationalization is high on the Nova
1 4
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Scotia government's agenda. The Nova
Scotia Council on Higher Education
was given a mandate in 1992 to study
and implement changes and it selected
teacher education as the first area to
streamline. But the two-year effort has
proven that even the most obvious system changes are never simple. They can
inspire many levels of controversy. And
they do not come cheap.
Two royal commissions had previously recommended major changes to
teacher education, so the idea was not
new. The province was educating teachers at nine separate institutions, including the 140-year-old Nova Scotia
Teachers' College. In all, the system was
annually producing more than 800 B.Ed
graduates for no more than 140 available positions. Programs varied widely.
The committee hired to review the
teacher education system found uneven

quality, although individual institutions
seemed unwilling to acknowledge it.
The committee, chaired by Bernard
Shapiro, then a University of Toronto
education professor, found a number of
gaps in education faculty self-studies:
"The reports were often very repetitive,
self-congratulatory and, surprisingly,
often quite free of any strategic comment from a province-wide or "system" perspective," said the Shapiro
report. Moreover, some universities
overestimated the quality of their
research and had weak links with
schools and teachers, it stated.
Nonetheless, Shapiro's recommendations came as a shock to faculty members when the report was leaked to the
media in January, 1994, only three days
after the presidents received it. He said
teacher education should be concentrated at Acadia, Mount Saint Vincent and
March
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Universite Sainte-Anne, and discontinued at Saint Mary's, Dalhousie, St.
Francis Xavier, Nova Scotia College of
Art and Design, and the teachers' college. He also suggested a number of program modifications, including increasing
the B.Ed program to two years.
The complaints were swift and
fierce. The town of Truro balked at the
idea of losing its historic teachers college, faculty members at Saint Mary's
and Dalhousie questioned Shapiro's
methods and judgment, and St. Francis
Xavier claimed that students in northern Nova Scotia would be cut off from
programs. When the government
announced in April, 1994, that it would
implement a modified version of the
Shapiro report, critics cited political
interference. Education Minister John
MacEachern permitted a re-evaluation
of his alma mater, St. Francis Xavier,
March
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and the teaching faculty there was
allowed to remain open. Truro was
offered a new high-tech campus of the
Nova Scotia Community College.
The government's decision seemed
courageous, given the unwillingness of
previous administrations to deal with
such controversy. But administrators
quickly complained that the plan was
too short on details to make the necessary changes by September, 1995.
Acadia, MSV, St. Francis Xavier, and
Saint-Anne had to determine how to
vastly expand their faculties and Saint
Mary's and Dalhousie had to close
theirs. The council commissioned a
consultant, John Cowan, to recommend financial and human resources
transition plans.
Ursula Kelly, who taught as SMU
for seven years, started at the Mount
last September. She said the process was

hy C a t h y Shaw

excruciating for the faculty members
affected. "This is not just about work,
it's about who you are," she explains.
"We're socialized to the institution that
employs us. When you demand that
people break those ties, you're going to
create a lot of trauma."
Dalhousie attempted a public relations campaign to reverse the decision,
and faculty members complained
about the provisions of the early
retirement package recommended by
Cowan. Professor Sid Sodhi, 61,
briefly considered a sit-in; he simply
didn't want to leave teaching at the
peak of his career. "I'm going to play
Gandhi," Sodhi said in November,
1994. "I'll see what they do to me." He
later accepted an early retirement
package and Dalhousie's education
building was torn down in July.
Behind the scenes, administrators
UNIVERSITY
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negotiated the financial and human
resources aspects of the Cowan report,
which had been approved by the
Council of Nova Scotia University
Presidents. Cowan proposed that universities closing programs should
receive compensation for students lost
and programs indirectly affected by the
changes. Other universities would have
their operating budgets decreased by
the amount of new tuition from additional education students.

The arrangement infuriates Acadia
president Kelvin Ogilvie, the only
president who voted against it. "In
other words, you pander to those who
are going to lose, and you stick it to
those who win — a fine Canadian tradition," says Ogilvie.
Another big disappointment came
from the faculty members at the three
Halifax universities affected. They
worked for months on a deal to transfer faculty members displaced by the
closure of Dalhousie and SMU to the
expanded education faculties, only to
see it fail at the ratification stage. "We
spent days working that out," says
Lois Dyer Mann. "We felt it was
important to try our darndest to get an
agreement. It was an important signal
to send at a time when legislation was a
possible option."
The agreement, signed by the three
presidents and faculty association leaders in late July, gave SMU and
Dalhousie faculty first crack at the new
jobs at the Mount. Mount Saint
Vincent's faculty agreed to waive their
rights to require a national job search,
in anticipation of reciprocal treatment
in future rationalization exercises. The
deal allowed 13 professors to transfer.
But when one Dalhousie professor
found that his qualifications didn't
match the job requirements and was
unable to transfer, Dalhousie faculty
leaders recommended that their mem1 6
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bers vote against the deal. It was not ratified by Dalhousie or SMU and the
affected professor remains at Dalhousie.
Expanding a faculty is difficult at
the best of times, but it was a nightmare on such short notice and without
confirmed funding. Acadia, unlike the
Mount, simply refused to undertake
the project under those circumstances.
"We had taken a deliberate decision
that we would not carry out any
expansion until we had a firm commitment from government," says Ogilvie,
who has authorized expansion to start
this fall. The Mount proceeded with
some "stop-gap" renovations, but
stopped in late fall when the money
still hadn't arrived.
"There was no news coming at all,"
says Dyer Mann. "Finally, we said we
couldn't incur any further financial
risk until we heard from the province."
Operating
expenses
arrived
in
December, around the time the government announced capital grants of 75
per cent of the cost of renovations and
new equipment: this amounted to $2.5
million for the Mount and about $3
million for Acadia.
As the transition costs add up, many
administrators are questioning the
financial value of the education rationalization. "It has not saved us any
money, and it is not clear that it has significantly improved the process," says
Dalhousie president Tom Traves.
"Moving the pieces around on the
board doesn't change the number of
pieces - the weight or the cost," he says.
Ogilvie says the efforts to keep people happy, including building a new
community college, come at a significant cost. "Unfortunately, the implementation left a lot to be desired. The
net financial savings to the province is
probably going to be a lot less than it
should have been."
Janet Halliwell, chair of the Nova
Scotia Council on Higher Education,
says its still too early to say how much
the rationalization will save. Peak
enrolment won't be reached until
1998-99, and some transition costs are
still being negotiated. But she estimates
that the net savings will be more than
$2 million. "There's no question there
will be real savings," she says.
The process has not been perfect,

Halliwell admits, and the experience
will help in future. But uncertainty
is inevitable when "moving into
unknown, uncharted territory." And
considering the number of major
changes facing Nova Scotia universities
- among them the Halifax consortium,
a new funding formula, and several
other program reviews - faculty and
staff should focus on handling change
rather than avoiding it.
"At the heart of all this is the fact
that faculty members are so deeply
embroiled in their own subjects, they
don't see the higher level issue," says
Halliwell. "That is, if the university
doesn't change how it's doing business,
it may itself become obsolete."
In fact, faculty members proved
highly capable of adapting to change
once the bitterness and confusion subsided. Mount Saint Vincent professors
started teaching September 5, and have
been working since then to virtually reinvent the education faculty. "These
were all experienced professors and they
were very much up to the challenge,"
says Sheila Brown. "There was a real
willingness on
the part of
people to pull
together."
Despite
the anxiety of
the last year,
Ursula Kelly,
at Mount St.
Vincent, says
the
whole
experienc was
"really rejuvenating."
She is able to
focus on the teaching and research that
interests her, and the 28 professors
have the rare opportunity to create a
new program from scratch. "It's still
shaking down obviously," says Kelly.
"But opportunities for students and
faculty have been greatly enhanced."
In the end, the new system should be
much more responsive to the needs of
students and the school system, she
says. "If I were a parent, I would be
really excited." UIM
Cathy Shaw is the education reporter for the
Halifax Chronicle-Herald.
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1996 C A U B O

CONFERENCE

PREVIEW

Get ready for a

Peak

With a location like Whistler and a unique program,
business officers can only gain from attending
CAUBO's annual conference

U

niversity and college business
officers may have serious business to go over but organizers of
CAUBO's 1996 annual conference
have no intention of letting the
Whistler, B.C. setting go to waste. The
meeting will get off to a heady start
with a 6,000-foot-high gondola ride
straight up Whistler Mountain to
Pika's, a unique chalet complex. From
this terrific height, overlooking
Whistler Valley, Blackcomb Mountain,
Green and Alta lakes, B.C. hosts won't
have to rub in why they think their
province is so beautiful. And just to
take the opening reception over the
1 8
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top, they'll be offering a salmon barbeque and lots of refreshments.
Appropriately billed as a "Peak
Experience", CAUBO's conference will
take place within Whistler, just 75 miles
from Vancouver along the "Sea-to-Sky"
Highway. Surrounded by mountains,
three championship golf courses, and
crystal-clear lakes, the year-round alpine
village offers sophisticated boutique
shopping, dining, and entertainment.
As for business, organizers have
developed an intense program that
offers a comfortable balance between
the practical and theoretical. Pleasant
surprises will include a series of "fireside chats" with stimulating individuals
such as "Man-in-Motion" Rick Hansen
and pollster Angus Reid.
Key-note speakers include Dr.
Roberta Bondar, UBC president David
Strangway, and McGill principal Dr.
Bernard Shapiro.
March
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But that's not all. As program chair
Byron Braley, treasurer at UBC, the
conference's host university, explains:
"We've taken a different approach to
the track sessions this year in order to
send delegates home with specific
information that they immediately
apply on a day-to-day basis."
Traditional sessions on topics such
as human resources and finance, will
be replaced by more interactive
explorations. Session titles include
Personal Perspectives on Change, Idea
Exchange/Best Practices, University
and College Issues, and there will also
be a series of professional development
workshops.
To encourage greater delegate
involvement and participation, organizers replaced plenary sessions with a
series of forums, designed to bring
together senior university administrators, academics and administrative offiMarch
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cers from non-business units, in a more
informal setting.
Forum subjects include Dealing
with Uncertainty and Change;
Entrepreneurship/Intrepreneurship;
The Crisis of Grunt Work, and The
Future of Universities, featuring a discussion group of university presidents. In each case, the "discussionin-the-round" format will be led by a
moderator who will encourage audience participation. While forum seating is limited to 150 participants, track
sessions will be run concurrently, to
maximize delegate learning options.
The fireside chats should also prove
popular. In keeping with the program's
interactive objectives, these get togethers will be limited to 25 delegates.
Beyond the ambitious business program, conference planners have left a
lot of room for each delegate to get in
touch with his or her inner child and

explore the importance of fun and
games. The (in)famous CAUBO dart
tournament is always a good hand/eye
coordination test, but to just to keep
everyone happy, there will be a Fun
Night, President's Reception and
Dinner, featuring the CAUBO Quality
and Productivity Awards presentation,
and a full partner's program.
Dress for all events, except the president's dinner, is west-coast casual.
Forget the power suits. Although the
average temperature in Whistler Village
in June is 19 degrees Celsius, the weather can fluctuate. Organizers recommend dressing in layers and wearing
comfortable walking shoes, WM

Register now for CAUBO's annual conference,
June 23 to 25, Whistler, B.C. For more information, contact Reija jantti at (604) 8222455 or Email: CAUBO@Finance.ubc.ca.
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Getting a Grip on Costs

BUYING

STRATEGIES

hy Paul Marshman

Computers have become a major expense on campuses across the country. Here's
a look at some strategies for keeping hardware and software costs under control

D

ave Macneil runs a tight ship. As
director of computer services at
the
University
of New
Brunswick, he has the computers on
campus largely under control. In fact,
many of them were packaged by his
department and sold to the university
community at prices most buyers
couldn't resist. And when it comes time
for a service call, it's usually not much
problem; Macneil's department does
warranty repairs, and 80 to 85 percent
of the computers on campus are the
standard models he recommends.
At the other end of the country,
Keith Bowler of the University of
British Columbia is not quite so
pleased. As director of purchasing, he
tries to steer faculties into buying
"standard" hardware and software
from the university's preferred vendors. But not everyone complies. Some
buy their computers at the UBC bookstore or purchase computer access
from an ancillary department. Others
go to outside dealers. It's a free market,
he says, and the result is a plethora of
different makes and models, and a program of computer spending that is
under no one's direct control.
Perhaps it's no surprise that schools
on opposite sides of the country are
thousands of miles apart in how they
deal with computer spending. But it
does illustrate one major fact about
Canadian universities and the computer age; where computers are concerned,
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there are no set rules. Anything goes,
as long as it works — and in some
cases, even if it doesn't.
The explosion of computer technology, and its progressive reach into
every aspect of campus life, poses some
daunting questions for Canadian universities. Given the huge amounts of
money involved — the University of
Toronto's
computer
department
spends $30 million annually — how do
you impose proper controls on the
expenditures? More strategically, how
do you control the technology itself, so
that you don't end up with a high-tech
tower of Babel — a stack of unrelated
computers that can't communicate and
give the maintenance people fits?
"You can't," laments Lori McHardy,
director of computing and telecommunications services at Peterborough's
Trent University and president of the
Association for Computing Centre
Directors of Ontario. The main reason,
she says, is the universities' atmosphere
of academic freedom, in which departments operate independently and often
spend dollars generated by their
research grants. "God help me if I tried
to tell a researcher what to do with his
research funds," McHardy says. She
can only make suggestions.
While academic freedom is a noble
tradition, it doesn't translate so well
when it comes to the university's bottom line. When departments buy an
arsenal of non-standard hardware, for

legitimate or illegitimate reasons, service becomes a major problem and
maintenance costs can escalate. When
they invest in 100 different types of
software, connecting them can be a
nightmare and communications costs
rise. And when they don't buy from
vendors with which the university has
a pricing agreement, they may pay
more than they should.
Universities have had some success
setting standards on software and
hardware in administrative areas. At
York University in Toronto, for example, a year-old program supplies computer buyers on campus with a list of
recommended models available from
vendors with whom the university has
a standing agreement. By committing
to a volume of sales, York gets a significant discount, and its agreements
include a three-year warranty with
every purchase, which minimizes
maintenance costs.
For a PC, the minimum standard is
a Pentium 90, required to run York's
administration software. But several
major brands are available, and the list
is constantly updated as the technology
changes. And while the program is
aimed primarily at administrative
departments, an estimated 60 percent
of buyers on the campus use it.
Even that much conformity is not
the rule. And as for the rest of the campus community, true standardization is
only a dream for most universities, says
UNIVERSITY
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McHardy. But there are more basic
ways of controlling computer spending, she says, and the first one is to
budget for it.
"Universities haven't been all that
good about creating sinking funds and
that sort of thing for equipment
replacement," she says. In many cases,
government granting agencies have
given universities money for expensive
computer systems but no funds for
maintenance or future replacement. If
the university hasn't budgeted for
those costs, it will eventually face a
cash crunch.
One strategy at which many universities excel is co-op buying. A consortium of universities in southern
Ontario has joined forces with government agencies to get volume discounts
from hardware vendors; U N B bargains for the New Brunswick-P.E.I.
educational network. And in what
may be the only national computer
program in Canada, university bookstores across the country last year
formed Campus Retail Canada, a consortium of 39 university and college
computer stores that negotiates advantageous pricing for hardware and software. (They will soon offer the same
prices to local school boards and
libraries over the Internet.)
With hardware prices at new lows,
the potential savings on that side are
now limited. But the increasing complexity and rising prices of software
systems have prompted universities to
join forces for those products as well.
In Atlantic Canada, for example,
Acadia, Mount Allison, Mount Saint
Vincent, and St. Thomas universities
joined with the University College of
Cape Breton in a consortium to search
for and co-operatively implement a
new campus information system.
But computer and purchasing
departments across the country have
come up with a number of other innovative ways to keep the lid on costs:
• be a retailer: at UNB, Macneil uses a
unique strategy to get hardware at the
best price. His department buys the
basic equipment from wholesalers
and then packages it for the end user,
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With hardware prices at
new lows, the potential
savings on that side are
now limited. But the
increasing complexity
and rising prices of
software systems have
prompted universities
to join forces for those
products as well
cutting out a cost that most retailers
pass on to the buyer. Not only does
this save money, it also means the
computer department knows exactly
what's inside the computers and may
have the parts to fix them.
• cut the paperwork: at York
University, the purchasing department has designed an electronic order
form that it circulates through the
system to all departments. Purchasers
complete it on-screen, using a university price list, and send it directly to
the vendor, who returns the paperwork to the purchasing department
for reconciliation.
The system, says buyer Sonia
Pettinella, cuts out the expense of issuing a purchase order, and the university is hoping to cut even more costs
with a commercial credit card for use
on purchases of $500 or less. The card
is still a pilot project.
• free software: some universities feel
that the best strategy for controlling
maintenance and systems costs is to
give away the software they want to
see in use on campus. At Trent,
McHardy assumes the cost of giving
users a package of Internet tools so
everyone is speaking the same language. U N B and the University of
Ottawa distribute common software

BUYING
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for which the university has a site
license, in order to cut down on illegal
copying and training problems.
• remote control: the University of
Ottawa is launching an effort to save
its service people time and travel by
encouraging users to install software
that allows them to look inside their
computers from the office. "We get
far more calls about software problems than hardware repairs," says
Robert Goguen, director of computing and communications services,
whose department is swamped with
service requests. The university is still
testing the software, but Goguen says
it can potentially free up his support
staff by a factor of three or four.
• reuse and recycle: with an effective
lifespan of two to three years for the
average PC, reusing and reselling
computers is standard practice at
most universities. At UNB, Macneil's
department has a policy of replacing
one third of the computers in the
front-line labs every year, and shuffling them to secondary labs that
don't need cutting-edge technology.
However, at UBC, Bowler says he
tries to maximize the lifespan of PCs
by urging buyers to choose machines
that have the necessary slots to
upgrade them to the next generation,
or to add peripherals such as a CD-

ROM drive.
• buy used: there can be startling savings in your choice of supplies. Kerry
Jepson, purchasing officer for computers at the U of T, says the university saved more than $66,000 in one
year just by using re-manufactured
toner cartridges in its printers — "and
that doesn't even cover 100 per cent
use in the university."
• the carrot and the stick: how has
UNB's Macneil achieved such a high
rate of standardization? "I've mostly
done it by enticing people," he says.
"I say, 'If you buy a Zenith (for example), we'll fix it, we'll do anything for
you." If they don't, he says, "they're
on their own." UIM
Paul Marshman is a Toronto-based freelance writer.
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REDESIGN

by Heather Brown

How a unique strategic planning process that taps into staff ideas and
creativity is resulting in a new, improved Carleton University

A

s universities across the country
face funding cutbacks, declining
enrolments, and increased competition for new students, administrators are reinventing systems to keep
up. At Carleton, Duncan Watt, associate vice president, finance and administration, says that the university's management had to face up to the fact that
success in the new environment didn't
mean simply cutting fat or automating
existing processes.
"We needed to challenge our
assumptions and take a fresh look at
the way we do things," he says. Last
fall, the university took an important
first step and launched two pilot projects in process redesign to examine
ways of radically changing administrative processes in the area of payroll
and the acquisition of goods and services. "The focus of these projects was
to increase efficiency and improve service, not just cut costs," Watt explains.
Why Process Redesign?

Process redesign is a technique that has
grown out of the quality management
movement in the private sector and has
been particularly successful in service
sectors. It analyzes existing business
processes to determine activities,
workflow, elapsed time, and resource
utilization with a view to eliminating
non-value-added steps, decreasing
cycle time, and questioning all aspects
of current practice.
March
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Watt says that one of the advantages
of process redesign is that it examines
business practices at an institutional,
rather than departmental level. "It
allows us to get away from the traditional approach of seeking improvements by simply reorganizing existing
departments," he says. "In process
redesign, you look beyond departmental boundaries to map a process
through the various stages and identify
redundancies and inefficiencies across
the organization. The focus is on outcomes rather than on any particular
department."
One way to ensure an institutional
perspective is to assemble inter-departmental teams that represent the functional units involved in the process and
those who depend on it. At Carleton,
two teams, comprised of both management and CUPE employees from
across campus, were assembled and
given very specific goals: to reduce
processing costs by 50 per cent, to cut
processing time by 50 per cent, and to
achieve 100 per cent client satisfaction.
Working with consultants from
Coopers and Lybrand, the teams
undertook a structured approach to
redesign which involved surveys and
focus groups, detailed analysis and
process mapping, benchmarking similar processes at other institutions, and
investigating technological solutions.
Watt says that the time spent on
research is critical to the success of

redesign. "One has to understand the
existing processes thoroughly and what
they are trying to accomplish in order
to eliminate the steps that do not add
value," he says. Or, to quote management guru Peter Drucker, "...nothing is
less productive than to make more efficient what should not be done at all."
After four months of work, the
teams presented their recommendations to the Senior Planning Committee
last January. In total, their recommendations would save Carleton between
$500,000 and $800,000 annually, and in
most cases, would cut processing time
in half.
Recommendations from the
Acquisitions Team

The acquisitions team made recommendations in three areas: the process
for acquiring goods and services; the
process of acquiring personal computers; and the acquisition of travel services. In the area of general acquisitions, the team found that the process
was inefficient because too many people were involved, there were too
many forms, and purchasing was
always handled in the same manner
regardless of the item's value.
Moreover, because of a lack of order
tracking, the university was unable to
take advantage of bulk purchasing.
To simplify order processing and
capture better information about purchasing habits, in order to negotiate
UNIVERSITY
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pricing discounts with Carleton suppliers, the teams recommended the following:
• On-line ordering for all goods and
services;
• The use of a procurement card for
purchases under $1,000; and
• Raising tender and quotation limits.
The implementation of these recommendations reduced processing costs
by 43 per cent, eliminated 232,000
pieces of paper processed annually, and
improved the university's purchasing
power by five percent by providing
better management information.
In the area of computer acquisitions,
the team found that Carleton was
wasting time and money through its
decentralized approach. "There were
almost as many ways to purchase a
computer on campus as there were
computers, and staff were unsure
where to go for advice and servicing,"
says director of finance Michael
Patrick. The team recommended that
the university provide "one stop shopping" for all desktop computing services in order to improve service and
take advantage of bulk purchasing.
Carleton currently spends over $4
million on travel expenditures annually, of which over $300,000 is spent on
processing costs. To reduce these costs
the team recommended:
• The introduction of a corporate travel agency;
• The introduction of a corporate travel card to provide convenient cash
advance withdrawal, car insurance
coverage, and less paperwork;
• The elimination of cash travel
advances;
• The development of clear and comprehensive travel policies;
• Travel reimbursements through payroll deposit; and
• An on-line travel expense report.
Recommendations from
the Payroll Team

The payroll process team made similar
findings: too many forms, too many
people, and too much time. One of its
primary recommendations was to
amalgamate the work on payroll into
one department. The process was han-
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"\t has been extremely
beneficial, both for the
team members and the
university, to tap staff
ideas and creativity
regarding better ways
of doing business"
died in the payroll and personnel
offices, which meant a lot of cross
checking, duplication and inefficiency.
By amalgamating the function in the
personnel department, there would be
a more efficient use of staff time and
service would be improved— staff and
students would know who to call and
where to go for assistance.
A second major recommendation
was to provide on-line access to payment authorization and leave forms.
These were the processes where the
team found the greatest number of
steps and paper hand-offs, the greatest
duplication of effort, and the least
client satisfaction. For example, there
were approximately 17,000 payment
authorization forms processed each
year, involving staff in just about every
department on campus. "The use of
on-line forms will substantially reduce
the amount of repetitive work required
of payroll staff," says director of personnel Dick Brown. "In addition, it
will reduce the workload of departmental administrators which, at a time
of reduced staffing levels, is going to be
much appreciated," Brown adds.
Implementation

N o w that the Senior Planning
Committee has endorsed these recommendations, the next step will be to
develop plans and procedures to
implement them. Duncan Watt has
assembled an "implementation team"
with a mandate to introduce the
changes over the next year. As he says,
"The implementation of change can be
more difficult than envisaging it, and

REDESIGN

we want to ensure that these ideas
don't sit on the shelf."
Among the challenges for the team
will be the development of software
changes for on-line services, planning
necessary hardware resources, developing training packages, and writing
policies.
Lessons Learned

Watt says the use of inter-departmental
teams for problem solving has proven
very successful. "It has been extremely
beneficial, both for the team members
and the university, to tap staff ideas and
creativity regarding better ways of
doing business." Those who participated in the effort say it was an invaluable
learning experience and professional
development opportunity.
If redesign is to be successful, it
requires the commitment of the university's senior management, as well as
a number of sustaining sponsors in
middle management. "It is not realistic
to expect complete support from all
staff involved in the existing process,"
says Watt.
Thorough research was also critical
to selling the recommendations to
senior management. While some of the
ideas were not new, they were more
readily accepted because of the
thoughtful and thorough approach that
was taken. "These were not seen as ad
hoc decisions," explains Watt.
So far, resistance to change has been
minimal and part of the reason may be
that the redesign has affected only the
administrative side of the operation.
Greater resistance is expected when
process redesign crosses the boundary
from the purely administrative to the
academic side.
Watt realizes that to effect any real
change in the university's core processes
and service to students, they must begin
to move in that direction. "Now that we
have our feet wet on these pilot projects,
we are planning to take the plunge and
begin redesign work on our admissions
and registration processes." UIM
Heather Brown is manager of internal communications at Carleton University and a member
of the Process Redesign Steering Committee.
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To Market, to Market

MARKETPLACE

hy Paul M a r s h m a n

Helping consumers to buy a fat pig is only one of the many profitable initiatives
that have been undertaken by U of T's Innovations Foundation

P

igs were never a hot topic of discussion at University of Toronto
faculty gatherings in years past.
But that's changed since a researcher's
test for a genetic deficiency in pigs
returned close to $2 million to the university and the inventor. Now, porkers
are the talk of the campus.
The "pig project," as it's called, has
been a much-publicized coup for the
university, and for the Innovations
Foundation, the university's aggressive
agency dedicated to applying U of Tgenerated ideas to the commercial marketplace. But it's also been a vote of
confidence for the university's new, liberalized policy on invention ownership.
The Innovations Foundation, founded in 1980, would almost certainly not
be the success it is today if the university hadn't changed its invention policy in
1991 to allow inventors to take personal ownership of their creations rather
than ceding it to the university. This
gave inventors an incentive to put innovations on the market, instead of just
publishing them, which ultimately
makes them impossible to patent. T h e
change has worked wonders. Each year,
inventors from the university and its
teaching hospitals, labs and centres of
excellence bring 100 to 150 ideas to the
foundation — several times the number
that used to arrive at its doorstep. The
foundation chooses a maximum of 15,
of which perhaps seven will prove to
have commercial potential.
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"If we get seven new deals a year,"
says foundation president Edward
Kenney, "hopefully, one of them will
make enough money to carry the rest."
Inventors are free to try and market their inventions independently,
but Kenney says once they see all the
time and cost involved, most opt to
let the foundation do the job. In
return they get the benefit of the
Innovations Foundation's specialized
staff — the latest member was hired

from pharmaceutical giant RhonePoulenc Rorer — and the backing of a
high-powered board.
When an invention finds paying
customers, the revenues are spit among
the inventor, who gets the first $1,000
and 25 per cent of all other revenues,

and other contributing parts of the university. For an invention with cumulative net revenues between $200,000 and
$500,000, for example, the breakdown
is: the inventor, 25 per cent; the
Innovations Foundation, 25 per cent;
the inventor's department, 10 per cent;
his or her faculty, 10 per cent; university distribution, 30 per cent.
The proportions change as the revenues increase: for example, the foundation's share starts at 50 per cent for
net revenues less than $200,000, and
falls to 5 per cent once the total reaches $500,000; the university distribution
share is dropped after $500,000, but the
U of T's Connaught Fund, a special
research-oriented fund that has helped
support the foundation, begins to take
50 per cent of the proceeds.
So far, the pickings have been good.
In 1993-94, royalties hit a new high of
$1.2 million, before falling to about $1
million in 1994-95 due to a shakeout in
the medical and biotech industries,
which are the largest markets for the
foundation's inventions. However,
says Kenney, prospects have brightened in that industry, and the foundation is expecting another strong performance in the current year.
That's mainly because of the famous
pig project, which has gained fame
from far and wide, at least among pig
fanciers. Invented by geneticist Dr.
David MacLennan, who works in the
university's Best Institute, the product
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is a simple test to identify the gene
defect that causes a disorder called
malignant hyperthermia. The condition causes pigs to die when subjected
to even mild stress, causing millions of
dollars in losses.
The test caught on like gangbusters
with large breeders such as Pig
Improvement Co. in the U.S. However,
in January, 1995, the foundation set up a
structure to license smaller U.S. breeders. It now has more than 300 signed up
and using the test — and "every test
they do, they pay us $12," says Kenney.
The test has returned about $600,000
in royalties in each of the past two
years. With use spreading to the broader marker, that should continue for several years to come, says Kenney, especially if the test becomes cheap enough
to be used by small producers.
The foundation is also excited about
a product of the U of T's dental school,
an implant that provides an anchor for
a new tooth. The implant, basically a
stud implanted in the jaw bone, is sig-

Each year, inventors
from the university
and its teaching
hospitals, labs and
centres of excellence
bring 100 to 150
ideas to the foundation
nificantly stronger than the screw
implant currently used, and one-third
its size. The invention is the mainstay
of a company called Innova, which
went public in 1995 and expects sales
of $3 million to $4 million in 1996.
Another hot property is a drug that
can reduce nerve damage in patients
with strokes, spinal injuries, glaucoma,
ALS (Lou Gehrig's disease) and possi-

bly even Alzheimer's. There's also a
new type of heat- and cold-resistant
asphalt, new technologies for synthetic hemoglobins, a method of synthesizing sugar compounds, and a unique
screening test for colorectal cancer.
The licensing efforts also generate an
extra benefit — about $600,000 yearly
in research grants for the university and
its affiliated hospitals from companies
marketing U of T inventions.
As well, the foundation is working
on an arrangement to aid four smaller
southern Ontario universities —
McMaster, York, Windsor and Ryerson
— in marketing their inventions.
And always, there's the hope of
another invention as fat with promise
as the pig project. But you never know:
"You've got to remember that it takes
time with these things." says Kenney.
"It took two or three years for the pig
project to develop." UIM
Paul Marshman is a freelance writer based
in Toronto.
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(Continued from page 30)

ensure that planning is carried out consistently and in conformity with the
plan. The goals of this exercise are to
encourage planning at the unit level and
to relate the planning process to the
budget process and to any quality initiatives in place at the institution. All
administrative units should be required
to submit a plan.
Unit plans should begin with a
description of the unit and an assessment of the external and internal environment, including an assessment of its
strengths and weaknesses. The actual
plan should include both short and
longer-term elements under such subheadings as goals for achieving the mission; actions and strategies for achieving goals; process plans; client plans;
staff plans; and technology plans.

to enrolment and fee levels, government operating grants, salary increases
or decreases, and any other universitywide factors that must be considered in
the planning process.
The submission of unit plans must
be followed by meetings with the
appropriate managers, unit heads and
the vice president, who is ultimately
responsible for the unit. At that point,
managers and unit heads should be told
which plans will receive institutional
support and which will receive financial support in the first year of implementation. They should also learn
which plans will not receive support
and should therefore be abandoned. In
subsequent years, they should get feedback on the previous year's performance with respect to the plan.

administrative units. The statement
starts with an overview of the strategic
plan for these units. It then sets out
the significant individual unit projects
over the plan period. This statement
should be published annually in the
regular university bulletin or newspaper, as appropriate.

Financial and Budget Plans

Formal Planning and
Progress Statement

Terry Falconer is the vice president, administration, at the University of Manitoba.
The views expressed are those of the
author and do not reflect the opinions of
any other institution or business officer.

The request for preparation of these
plans requires a statement from the
university's administration which sets
out certain general expectations related

After the meetings with unit heads,
the vice president(s) should develop a
formal planning statement for the
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N o one should attempt to run a multi-million dollar enterprise without
an effective planning process. Universities are no exception

U

niversity administrators might
argue that a strategic plan is
ultimately the responsibility of
the president and the board. They
would be right. After all, who better
to establish a mission statement and
prescribe a vision for the university?
The problem with such an approach is
that, generally speaking, it is too "academic" to suit the specific roles of the
university's various administrative
units. Nonetheless, the institution's
strategic plan must be the framework
under which any administrative plan
is developed.
The need for a strategic planning
process for the administrative units of
universities and an overall strategic
plan for them is obvious, yet most
Canadian universities lack such a plan
or a process to support it. To the credit of administrative managers, some
universities are doing planning in their
administrative units. However, most
are not coordinated and most have
been developed with little reference to
the university's strategic plan, assuming that one exists. A university's
strategic plan sets the backdrop and the
boundaries for a strategic plan for the
administrative units.
Strategic plans must be prepared
using a reasonable time horizon. The
normal timing for such plans is five
years, with annual reviews and updates.
Given the extent of change taking place
in the university sector, it might be
3 0
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more appropriate to choose a shorter
time frame, perhaps three years. I tend
to favour the three-year approach, as it
gives the process a form of reality
which is otherwise clouded or lost.
Getting Started

An overall strategic plan for administrative units can and should include not
only a mission statement, but also a
vision statement. These statements must
be consistent with the university's strategic plan. The mission statement should
specify the role of the administrative
units by identifying the need to provide

A university's strategic
plan sets the backdrop
and the boundaries for
a strategic plan for it's
administrative units
the services required to support the academic units in providing programs, by
facilitating access to those programs, by
facilitating research and by assisting
with the responsible management of the
university's physical and human
resources. The University of Manitoba's
vision statement states that it is a "partnership amongst the administrative units
and with the academic units, students,
staff and the community at large."

Vision and mission statements should
include a list of core values and principles that will be used to develop
unit plans. This should cover such
items as accessibility, credibility, professionalism, leadership, accountability, integrity, equity, fairness, quality
and partnership.
A strategic plan should identify specific strategies for achieving its goals.
They might be related to planning,
achieving efficiency through teamwork, technological resources, entrepreneurship, empowerment, motivation and promotion. To ensure that a
plan has adequate support, it should be
developed with the input and assistance of the administrative management staff. This can be accomplished
either through a committee or a task
force approach. These people must buy
into the principles and be prepared to
demonstrate leadership in carrying out
the plan. The way to achieve this goal is
to have staff members deeply involved
in the preparation process. It is also
necessary to have the approval of the
board as well as the president to ensure
that the plan has credibility.
Implementation

Once an overall strategic plan for the
administrative units is developed and
approved as a planning framework, it
is necessary to develop a strategic
planning package for units in order to
(Continued on page 29)
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JACQUES PLANTE
Plante's innovations - which
include the first goalie mask and leaving
the net to clear the puck - have
set the standard for today's goal tenders.
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The Concept is the Same it's the
Style that sets one Apart.
f n any field of endeavour you
m will find those who take an
original and unconventional
approach. This attitude and
style consequently establishes
new r e c o r d s a n d s e t s new
standards of excellence.
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changed the face of hockey,
in the field of investment there
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ILU.
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ourselves in the courage of our
convictions and the uniqueness
of our management style. And
here is just one case in point:
At Altamira we have always
believed in seizing opportunities
with the full courage of our
convictions. For example, during
the period of 1991 to 1993 the
resource sector of the economy
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